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	The scaling of silicon technology has been ongoing for over forty years. We
	are on our way to commercializing devices having a minimum feature size of
	one-tenlh of a micron. The push for miniaturization comes from the demand
	for higher functionality and higher performance at a lower cost. As a result,
	successively higher levels of integration have been driving up the power
	consumption of chips. Today heat removal and power distribution are at the
	forefront of the problems faced by chip designers.


	In recent years portability has become important. Historically, portable
	applications were characterized by low throughput requirements such as for a
	wristwatch. This is no longer true. Among the new portable applications are
	hand-held multimedia terminals with video display and capture, audio repro-
	duction and capture, voice recognition, and handwriting recognition capabili-
	ties. These capabilities call for a tremendous amount of computational
	capacity. This computational capacity has to be realized with very low power
	requirements in order for the battery to have a satisfactory life span. This
	book is an attempt to provide the reader with an in depth understanding of
	the sources of power dissipation in digital CMOS circuits and to provide
	techniques for the design of low-power circuit chips with high computational
	capacity.
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Developing Extensions for Macromedia® Flash® 8Macromedia Press, 2005
Developing Extensions for Macromedia  Flash 8

describes how to build Flash JavaScript extensions to enhance  the developer's experience while working in the Flash authoring environment.  This book explains how each type of extension works and describes the JavaScript...
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Sams Teach Yourself Wireless Java with J2ME in 21 DaysSams Publishing, 2001
Sams Teach Yourself Wireless Java with J2ME in 21 Days begins by establishing the basic parameters of J2ME development and its uses in building wireless applications. The tutorial chapters introduce both text and graphical application development for typical wireless devices. Finally, the book presents the major types of...
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Smart Antennas: State of the Art (Eurasip Book Series on Signal Processing & Communications)Hindawi Publishing, 2005
Smart Antennas—State of the Art brings together the broad expertise of 41 European experts in smart antennas. They provide a comprehensive review and an extensive analysis of the recent progress and new results generated during the last years in almost all fields of smart antennas and MIMO (multiple-input multiple-output) transmission. The...
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Science and Social ScienceRoutledge, 1999
Is social science really a science at all, and if so in what sense? This is the first real question that any course on the philosophy of the social sciences must tackle. In this brief introduction, Malcolm Williams gives the students the grounding that will enable them to discuss the issues involved with confidence.

Is social science...
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Microsoft Powerpoint 2016: The Complete GuideCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2015

	PowerPoint 2016 is a presentation program that presents information in the form of slides. This program is developed by Microsoft and was originally called “Presenter” released by another company Forethought Inc. It was originally launched in May 1990 and was and always been a part of the Microsoft Suite. It is popularly known as...
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Visual Lunar and Planetary Astronomy (The Patrick Moore Practical Astronomy Series)Springer, 2013

	With the advent of CCDs and webcams, the focus of amateur astronomy has to some extent shifted from science to art. Visual work in astronomy has a rich history. Today, imaging is now more prominent. However there is still much for the visual amateur astronomer to do, and visual work is still a valid component of amateur astronomy. Paul...
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